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 1              THE CHAIRPERSON: We have a quorum.  This
 2  is the January 21, 2015 meeting of the Sullivan's
 3  Island Design Review Board.  In attendance are Pat
 4  Ilderton, Steve Herlong, Donna Web, and Rhonda
 5  Sanders.
 6              Is their a motion for approval of the
 7  minutes?  We have first on our agenda -- everybody
 8  like the minutes?
 9              MS. SANDERS: Yes.
10              THE CHAIRPERSON: Do I hear a motion?
11              Second?
12              MS. WEBB: (Raised hand.)
13                           2256 ATLANTIC AVENUE
14              THE CHAIRPERSON: Joe, what do we have?
15              MR. HENDERSON: Agenda item C-1 is
16  certificate of appropriateness and the address is
17  2256 Atlantic Avenue.  The applicants are requesting
18  approval for a new home construction.  Relief is
19  requested for the design standards, design standard
20  for principal building coverage, principal building
21  square footage, and second story side setback.  All
22  of the requests following the DRB's authority for
23  issuing relief.
24              For the principal building square footage,
25  they're requesting 10.8 percent.
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 1              Principal building coverage, 2.2 percent.
 2              And second story side setback, 100
 3  percent.
 4              Staff had one request for evaluation of
 5  the attached additions.  There are two additional, I
 6  guess, massings in the form of attached addition.  We
 7  would like to review the provisions under Section
 8  2120(B)(6) of the zoning ordinance.  And I can answer
 9  any questions you may have.
10              THE CHAIRPERSON: Great.  Thank you.  Yes,
11  sir.
12              MR. CLOWNEY: Thank you, I'm Beau Clowney,
13  and this is Jay and Kate, who are with me.  This is a
14  family house, family beach house, basically, for a
15  family.  They really want to use it, have a lot of
16  guests, and that sort of thing.
17              Basically the way we see this is that we
18  have the main house here (indicating), and I'll talk
19  a little bit to what Joe is mentioning here in a
20  minute.  It can be read in a couple different ways.
21  The way we see it is a little bit different.
22              This is the main house right here
23  (indicating) and then we have a dog trot right here.
24  It's just a breezeway that separates the main house
25  from the guest house, which is here (indicating),
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 1  okay.
 2              This piece right here is this rear
 3  elevation, which is right here (indicating).  That is
 4  the guest house (indicating), okay.  So we see it as
 5  really two structures even though there is a dog trot
 6  piece in this little guest house on the back, all
 7  right.  So just wanted to kind of clarify that.
 8              It's really basically -- if you look at it
 9  from the street, we made great effort to try and keep
10  it on the Atlantic Avenue side where it really reads
11  as though this is just a little cottage out front
12  here (indicating), right here.  And with the little
13  cottage and an enclosed portion that goes to a larger
14  main body, which is right here (indicating), okay.
15              When you look at the front, you're looking
16  at this little cottage piece that's right here
17  (indicating).  As that swings along on the side here,
18  there's sort of a glass link back to the main house.
19  And then this main house is this sort of L-shape form
20  here (indicating), which wraps around like that.
21  There's a pool and the courtyard right in here
22  (indicating).
23              An elevated house obviously.  This whole
24  underpiece right in here (indicating), we're trying
25  to have it open, couple areas that are open, and
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 1  keeping it very, sort of almost the feeling of more
 2  of a courtyard garden in here.
 3              As you can see, this is the portion of the
 4  pool right in here (indicating), and this wing comes
 5  out like that.
 6              Our goal here, again, was to do more
 7  smaller structures and more slender structures that
 8  are tied together as opposed to bigger, fatter house,
 9  basically.
10              And then the back you can see, if you go
11  around to the rear elevation -- let me show you the
12  side piece here.  Looking at it from this side,
13  looking down this way (indicating), you've got the
14  guest house, which is back here (indicating) and then
15  there's a dog trot which is -- what are we?  18 feet
16  on the dog trot?  19 feet?  16-foot dog trot from
17  this piece (indicating) to the main house.  And main
18  house just, basically, has this little finger that
19  goes back towards the street.
20              There's a real effort here to have
21  smaller, more intimate-scaled structures that are
22  pieced together as opposed to something that is
23  larger.
24              The rear elevation, again, you're looking
25  at the rear, if I turn this around again, which is
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 1  the side that you would be coming in and parking in
 2  right here (indicating), pull in and park, walk
 3  through underneath.
 4              This piece right here, (indicating) this
 5  little pavilion piece is right here (indicating).
 6  This pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  In
 7  reality this has another little dog trot as well.
 8              This is a separate little bedroom
 9  component over here (indicating) with family
10  component.  And this is actually another little
11  family component here (indicating) with a bunk room
12  for kids.
13              THE CHAIRPERSON: Is that it?
14              MR. CLOWNEY: Yeah.
15              THE CHAIRPERSON: There's no zoning issues
16  as far as the allowances?
17              MR. HENDERSON: No, as far as the requests
18  for relief or principal building square footage, the
19  coverage and side setback, no.  But I did want a
20  clarification as far as the interpretation of this
21  specific section of the ordinance.
22              Really what it comes down to is our
23  concern regarding the dog trot here (indicating),
24  first one.  And then the second one, the ordinance,
25  if you look at the highlighted section that I
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 1  provided for you, it requires a two-to-one ratio.
 2              This is 21 feet wide by six feet and meets
 3  the width requirement.  However, the length
 4  requirement, it would be over 20 feet from this door
 5  to the door of the second addition.
 6              It defines an attached addition as a
 7  living space that doesn't share heated square
 8  footage, correct?  These two are both separate from
 9  the house.  By definition, it would be attached
10  additions but this is over 20 feet from this door to
11  this one (indicating).  It doesn't specify the
12  scenario where you have two attached additions; just
13  infers one.
14              I think that you could possibly interpret
15  that you can have multiple attached additions.
16              MR. CLOWNEY: There's historic precedents
17  for that.
18              THE CHAIRPERSON: Do we have authority to
19  do that interpretation?
20              MR. QUARLES: Yes.
21              MS. CAMPBELL: Yes.
22              MR. HENDERSON: I think the way the
23  ordinance is written, we do.
24              THE CHAIRPERSON: This board has the
25  authority, okay.
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 1              MS. CAMPBELL: May I make one suggestion.
 2  In the wording of that particular phrase, my
 3  interpretation, our interpretation would be it's all
 4  under the proposed connection dimension.  It doesn't
 5  specifically address, as Joe said, a second, as you
 6  recall, a second attached addition.
 7              The way the verbiage is written, it's
 8  really about that scale and proportion of the
 9  connection being two to one or minimum width four
10  feet, maximum length of 20 feet in terms of just the
11  connection between the principal building and an
12  attached addition.  It doesn't specifically address
13  the second.
14              MR. QUARLES: Each connection between --
15  this would be 16 feet (indicating) from this building
16  to this building.  And then this is 11 feet from here
17  to there (indicating).
18              MR. CLOWNEY: This is actually one
19  structure right here (indicating).  This is one
20  structure.  The way I view it, this is one structure
21  that has this component --
22              MS. CAMPBELL: A facade.
23              THE CHAIRPERSON: The unheated area.
24              MR. CLOWNEY: -- to the open air.  This is
25  a structure that's connected by a dog trot to this
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 1  one.  I understand what you're trying to prevent.  We
 2  want to prevent those clumsy looking things that are
 3  like really reaching way out there.
 4              It would be a tragedy not to allow us to
 5  take the really good things on the island and take
 6  them and piece them in the way we want to piece them.
 7              THE CHAIRPERSON: I think originally it
 8  was designed to prevent second homes, basically.  The
 9  idea you're really building two houses.  I think
10  originally that was the intent, don't you think?
11              MR. HERLONG: Also, I recall when we were
12  discussing this when the town was -- I think you and
13  I were saying you can't write something that covers
14  every situation.  It just can't be done.
15              And I think the way I read this, it
16  doesn't say that you can have only one attached
17  addition because it says attached additions.  Then it
18  says any attached addition.  It doesn't say the
19  attached addition.  I'm reading this as two attached
20  additions.
21              MR. CLOWNEY: Again, for example,
22  everybody knows the first one that comes to my mind
23  is probably the first one that comes to your mind is
24  the rose lady's house over here.  It's amazing.  I
25  mean, you can't have an ordinance that says we can't
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 1  do that.  You can't say we can only have one
 2  condition because there's multiple situations like
 3  that on the island.
 4              MR. HENDERSON: This is a house with two
 5  attached additions coming off the side of it; isn't
 6  that right?  One on either side.  And I agree this is
 7  appropriate -- this has something in mind and that is
 8  to limit the design where you have the main house
 9  here (indicating) and then a long corridor and
10  something like that.
11              MS. SANDERS: Like a breach inlet.
12              MS. CAMPBELL: Got that connection.
13              MR. HENDERSON: You're not doing that
14  here, and I agree with you.  What should we be
15  cautious with when we have a sit-down or consultation
16  with someone?  You have to review all attached
17  additions, design review board.  That's one way we
18  can safeguard against a design that's not
19  appropriate.
20              THE CHAIRPERSON: It's not like this.
21  Also, you can look at the plan and say:  Does it lend
22  itself -- does it lend itself to easily putting a
23  kitchen in the second dwelling?  You might be able
24  to -- and then have to dump it on to the board, let
25  the board decide.
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 1              MR. CLOWNEY: You already have an
 2  ordinance, 20 feet.  If you limit it to that 20 feet,
 3  that is going to -- there's not going to be -- you
 4  can't do it over 20 feet.  That's going to keep it in
 5  proportion.
 6              MR. HENDERSON: Is it safe to say that we
 7  shouldn't be measuring that 20 feet from the door of
 8  the principal building to the door of any other
 9  attached addition?
10              MR. HERLONG: I looked at that and say:
11  Well, I think there's a link of -- did you say 16
12  feet?
13              MR. CLOWNEY: 16 feet here (indicating).
14              MR. HERLONG: To another structure that
15  happens to have a little side porch to it.  I don't
16  think you have to keep counting porch areas.
17              MS. SANDERS: It's not like a cat walk.
18              MR. HERLONG: I see a side porch to the
19  unit down below.
20              MR. HENDERSON: We're looking at any
21  length that attaches an attached addition.
22              MR. CLOWNEY: More than excessive 20 feet.
23              MR. HENDERSON: We have lots of these
24  requests.  That's why I want to be very clear on how
25  we need to interpret going forward.
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 1              MR. CLOWNEY: I understand.  Again, when
 2  you get over that 20 feet, especially if you're doing
 3  a one story piece, if it gets over 20 feet, it starts
 4  becoming a proportion type thing that doesn't make
 5  sense.  That's when people are beginning to maybe
 6  take advantage of the length of their property in an
 7  unnatural way.  See what I'm saying?
 8              MR. HENDERSON: Right.
 9              MS. CAMPBELL: At that point it's up to
10  the discretion of the DRB.  Because they have to go
11  to the DRB, then the DRB can review that in terms of
12  its neighborhood compatibility and presence on the
13  island.  Even though it meets the zoning, is it
14  appropriate?
15              MR. HERLONG: What's the distance of this
16  link (indicating)?  If this is not a straight wall.
17  There's a dimension here.  Let's say that I wanted
18  that to be 22 feet and 18 feet.
19              MR. CLOWNEY: In my mind, this one can be
20  20 feet.
21              MR. HENDERSON: Do you see that, Randy?
22  Would you go with this?
23              MS. SANDERS: Yes, you would.
24              MR. CLOWNEY: This structure is 20 feet
25  from that structure (indicating) no matter what the
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 1  shape.
 2              MS. SANDERS: Right.
 3              MR. HENDERSON: Is this a massing issue?
 4              THE COURT REPORTER: All right, one at a
 5  time.
 6              MR. ROBINSON: That's the length.  The
 7  door is there.  That's the length.
 8              MR. CLOWNEY: It's all about you guys are
 9  the gatekeepers for good design, bad design.
10              MR. HENDERSON: Actually, the board.
11              MR. ROBINSON: That's what I brought up
12  with Joe.  If there was -- someone came in here and
13  wanted to do four of these, they have to come to the
14  board.  It's kind of like, if it's good design, then
15  it's probably okay.  If it's not good design, it goes
16  out there and gets built, we are going to hear about
17  it.
18              MS. CAMPBELL: I think it would be
19  different if you didn't have the design review board
20  as, like Beau said, gatekeeper to look at these and
21  make the determination.
22              MR. HENDERSON: I think I'm clear.  Thank
23  you for that.
24              THE CHAIRPERSON: I guess we don't need
25  public comment.  Joe, you've given us your
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 1  interpretation.
 2              Steve, do you have any more questions or
 3  anything to add?
 4              MR. HERLONG: No, I think it's a great
 5  plan.
 6              THE CHAIRPERSON: Donna.
 7              MS. WEBB: Yes.
 8              THE CHAIRPERSON: Rhonda.
 9              MS. SANDERS: Can I ask a question?
10              THE CHAIRPERSON: Sure.
11              MS. SANDERS: This is just for my
12  clarification.  I always love all your designs.
13  Where it says personal building footprint, does it
14  include all of those?
15              MR. QUARLES: Yes.
16              MS. SANDERS: Total heated square footage
17  of all of this heated square foot is going to be --
18              MR. QUARLES: That's all heated of the
19  square footage of all of this.
20              MS. SANDERS: Very cool.
21              THE CHAIRPERSON: Well, I don't have a
22  problem with it.  It looks good.  I like it.  It's
23  easier on the eye as well as the lot itself.  Is this
24  second row?
25              MR. CLOWNEY: Second row.
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 1              THE CHAIRPERSON: Is it the Hewitt house
 2  going to be demolished?
 3              MR. QUARLES: I don't know.
 4              THE CHAIRPERSON: Is it Hewitt?
 5              MS. CAMPBELL: One off the corner, 22.
 6              THE CHAIRPERSON: It was always a rental.
 7  Always a beach rental.  Was it the Hewitt's?  No big
 8  deal.
 9              MR. HENDERSON: It is a rental.
10              MR. ROBINSON: It was.  It's not anymore.
11              MR. CLOWNEY: I'd like to say one other
12  thing, too.  I'd like your impression of this, Steve.
13  The whole idea of somebody coming in -- I have no
14  plans to do it -- if somebody did want to come in and
15  do four, I think of that house Eddy Faber did, which
16  I like, it looks like three little cottages in the
17  back even though it is one cottage.  You don't want
18  to inhibit people from doing interesting, good
19  things.
20              THE CHAIRPERSON: Exactly.
21              MR. CLOWNEY: Steve comes to you next
22  week, has four of them racing around in an
23  intelligent way, then, you know, I think it should be
24  approved.  I don't think the ordinance should be
25  fighting interesting, creative ways to take good
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 1  things that are here on this island and then
 2  highlight them.
 3              THE CHAIRPERSON: I agree.  Do I hear a
 4  motion?
 5              MR. HERLONG: I move we approve as
 6  submitted.
 7              MS. SANDERS: Second.
 8              THE CHAIRPERSON: Discussion?  Everybody
 9  in favor?
10              (Ayes stated by all board members.)
11              THE CHAIRPERSON: All right, thank you.
12              MR. HENDERSON: The request was for
13  conceptual approval.  Was that the final?
14              MR. CLOWNEY: Can you do final
15              MS. SANDERS: I'm sorry, there are no
16  dimensions here.  I'm a math person.  I'm going:
17  Really, that's only 4,500 square feet?  I believe
18  you.  I think it's great.  This is exactly what I
19  would love to do, not quite as big.  That's my
20  thoughts.
21              MR. CLOWNEY: It's to scale.  Everything
22  here is very much to scale.  All our numbers are
23  accurate.  It's up to you guys.
24              THE CHAIRPERSON: I don't mind backing it
25  up.  What do y'all think?
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 1              MS. SANDERS: You just have to be
 2  consistent.  That's all I ask.
 3              THE CHAIRPERSON: As far as final
 4  approval.  I don't have a problem with it.  Do y'all
 5  want to let it go?
 6              MR. HERLONG: What do you guys think?
 7              MS. SANDERS: I'm fine with it.  I think
 8  we have to be consistent with applicants.  When we
 9  have applicant that comes with conceptual and don't
10  have everything that is normally required for final.
11  We're saying okay, Beau, we like you, we like your
12  stuff then.
13              THE CHAIRPERSON: We have done it before.
14  We have done it more often.
15              MS. SANDERS: I'm good with it.  I think
16  we have to be careful.  I hear a lot of complaints.
17              THE CHAIRPERSON: I think less of
18  architect, less of a design, it might be problematic.
19              MR. HERLONG: I didn't hear the board have
20  any comments to study anything.  For that reason, I
21  wouldn't have trouble with it.
22              THE CHAIRPERSON: You want to back up and
23  restate our motion?
24              MS. SANDERS: You have finishes and all
25  that good stuff, or you're going to leave that up to
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 1  Joe?
 2              THE CHAIRPERSON: I'll leave that up to
 3  Joe and Beau.
 4              MR. HERLONG: What we're trying to do is
 5  modify the approval that we just gave?  To provide
 6  for final approval with any details to be considered
 7  by staff.
 8              THE CHAIRPERSON: Right.  Great.  Do we
 9  like that?  Do I hear a second?
10              MS. WEBB: (Raised hand.)
11              THE CHAIRPERSON: Everybody in favor?
12              (Ayes stated by all board members.)
13              THE CHAIRPERSON: I guess we are
14  adjourned.
15              (The hearing was concluded at 6:25 p.m.)
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1               THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have a quorum.  This
  


 2   is the January 21, 2015 meeting of the Sullivan's
  


 3   Island Design Review Board.  In attendance are Pat
  


 4   Ilderton, Steve Herlong, Donna Web, and Rhonda
  


 5   Sanders.
  


 6               Is their a motion for approval of the
  


 7   minutes?  We have first on our agenda -- everybody
  


 8   like the minutes?
  


 9               MS. SANDERS:  Yes.
  


10               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do I hear a motion?
  


11               Second?
  


12               MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
  


13                            2256 ATLANTIC AVENUE
  


14               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Joe, what do we have?
  


15               MR. HENDERSON:  Agenda item C-1 is
  


16   certificate of appropriateness and the address is
  


17   2256 Atlantic Avenue.  The applicants are requesting
  


18   approval for a new home construction.  Relief is
  


19   requested for the design standards, design standard
  


20   for principal building coverage, principal building
  


21   square footage, and second story side setback.  All
  


22   of the requests following the DRB's authority for
  


23   issuing relief.
  


24               For the principal building square footage,
  


25   they're requesting 10.8 percent.
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 1               Principal building coverage, 2.2 percent.
  


 2               And second story side setback, 100
  


 3   percent.
  


 4               Staff had one request for evaluation of
  


 5   the attached additions.  There are two additional, I
  


 6   guess, massings in the form of attached addition.  We
  


 7   would like to review the provisions under Section
  


 8   2120(B)(6) of the zoning ordinance.  And I can answer
  


 9   any questions you may have.
  


10               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Great.  Thank you.  Yes,
  


11   sir.
  


12               MR. CLOWNEY:  Thank you, I'm Beau Clowney,
  


13   and this is Jay and Kate, who are with me.  This is a
  


14   family house, family beach house, basically, for a
  


15   family.  They really want to use it, have a lot of
  


16   guests, and that sort of thing.
  


17               Basically the way we see this is that we
  


18   have the main house here (indicating), and I'll talk
  


19   a little bit to what Joe is mentioning here in a
  


20   minute.  It can be read in a couple different ways.
  


21   The way we see it is a little bit different.
  


22               This is the main house right here
  


23   (indicating) and then we have a dog trot right here.
  


24   It's just a breezeway that separates the main house
  


25   from the guest house, which is here (indicating),
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 1   okay.
  


 2               This piece right here is this rear
  


 3   elevation, which is right here (indicating).  That is
  


 4   the guest house (indicating), okay.  So we see it as
  


 5   really two structures even though there is a dog trot
  


 6   piece in this little guest house on the back, all
  


 7   right.  So just wanted to kind of clarify that.
  


 8               It's really basically -- if you look at it
  


 9   from the street, we made great effort to try and keep
  


10   it on the Atlantic Avenue side where it really reads
  


11   as though this is just a little cottage out front
  


12   here (indicating), right here.  And with the little
  


13   cottage and an enclosed portion that goes to a larger
  


14   main body, which is right here (indicating), okay.
  


15               When you look at the front, you're looking
  


16   at this little cottage piece that's right here
  


17   (indicating).  As that swings along on the side here,
  


18   there's sort of a glass link back to the main house.
  


19   And then this main house is this sort of L-shape form
  


20   here (indicating), which wraps around like that.
  


21   There's a pool and the courtyard right in here
  


22   (indicating).
  


23               An elevated house obviously.  This whole
  


24   underpiece right in here (indicating), we're trying
  


25   to have it open, couple areas that are open, and
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 1   keeping it very, sort of almost the feeling of more
  


 2   of a courtyard garden in here.
  


 3               As you can see, this is the portion of the
  


 4   pool right in here (indicating), and this wing comes
  


 5   out like that.
  


 6               Our goal here, again, was to do more
  


 7   smaller structures and more slender structures that
  


 8   are tied together as opposed to bigger, fatter house,
  


 9   basically.
  


10               And then the back you can see, if you go
  


11   around to the rear elevation -- let me show you the
  


12   side piece here.  Looking at it from this side,
  


13   looking down this way (indicating), you've got the
  


14   guest house, which is back here (indicating) and then
  


15   there's a dog trot which is -- what are we?  18 feet
  


16   on the dog trot?  19 feet?  16-foot dog trot from
  


17   this piece (indicating) to the main house.  And main
  


18   house just, basically, has this little finger that
  


19   goes back towards the street.
  


20               There's a real effort here to have
  


21   smaller, more intimate-scaled structures that are
  


22   pieced together as opposed to something that is
  


23   larger.
  


24               The rear elevation, again, you're looking
  


25   at the rear, if I turn this around again, which is
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 1   the side that you would be coming in and parking in
  


 2   right here (indicating), pull in and park, walk
  


 3   through underneath.
  


 4               This piece right here, (indicating) this
  


 5   little pavilion piece is right here (indicating).
  


 6   This pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  In
  


 7   reality this has another little dog trot as well.
  


 8               This is a separate little bedroom
  


 9   component over here (indicating) with family
  


10   component.  And this is actually another little
  


11   family component here (indicating) with a bunk room
  


12   for kids.
  


13               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that it?
  


14               MR. CLOWNEY:  Yeah.
  


15               THE CHAIRPERSON:  There's no zoning issues
  


16   as far as the allowances?
  


17               MR. HENDERSON:  No, as far as the requests
  


18   for relief or principal building square footage, the
  


19   coverage and side setback, no.  But I did want a
  


20   clarification as far as the interpretation of this
  


21   specific section of the ordinance.
  


22               Really what it comes down to is our
  


23   concern regarding the dog trot here (indicating),
  


24   first one.  And then the second one, the ordinance,
  


25   if you look at the highlighted section that I
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 1   provided for you, it requires a two-to-one ratio.
  


 2               This is 21 feet wide by six feet and meets
  


 3   the width requirement.  However, the length
  


 4   requirement, it would be over 20 feet from this door
  


 5   to the door of the second addition.
  


 6               It defines an attached addition as a
  


 7   living space that doesn't share heated square
  


 8   footage, correct?  These two are both separate from
  


 9   the house.  By definition, it would be attached
  


10   additions but this is over 20 feet from this door to
  


11   this one (indicating).  It doesn't specify the
  


12   scenario where you have two attached additions; just
  


13   infers one.
  


14               I think that you could possibly interpret
  


15   that you can have multiple attached additions.
  


16               MR. CLOWNEY:  There's historic precedents
  


17   for that.
  


18               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do we have authority to
  


19   do that interpretation?
  


20               MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
  


21               MS. CAMPBELL:  Yes.
  


22               MR. HENDERSON:  I think the way the
  


23   ordinance is written, we do.
  


24               THE CHAIRPERSON:  This board has the
  


25   authority, okay.
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 1               MS. CAMPBELL:  May I make one suggestion.
  


 2   In the wording of that particular phrase, my
  


 3   interpretation, our interpretation would be it's all
  


 4   under the proposed connection dimension.  It doesn't
  


 5   specifically address, as Joe said, a second, as you
  


 6   recall, a second attached addition.
  


 7               The way the verbiage is written, it's
  


 8   really about that scale and proportion of the
  


 9   connection being two to one or minimum width four
  


10   feet, maximum length of 20 feet in terms of just the
  


11   connection between the principal building and an
  


12   attached addition.  It doesn't specifically address
  


13   the second.
  


14               MR. QUARLES:  Each connection between --
  


15   this would be 16 feet (indicating) from this building
  


16   to this building.  And then this is 11 feet from here
  


17   to there (indicating).
  


18               MR. CLOWNEY:  This is actually one
  


19   structure right here (indicating).  This is one
  


20   structure.  The way I view it, this is one structure
  


21   that has this component --
  


22               MS. CAMPBELL:  A facade.
  


23               THE CHAIRPERSON:  The unheated area.
  


24               MR. CLOWNEY:  -- to the open air.  This is
  


25   a structure that's connected by a dog trot to this
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 1   one.  I understand what you're trying to prevent.  We
  


 2   want to prevent those clumsy looking things that are
  


 3   like really reaching way out there.
  


 4               It would be a tragedy not to allow us to
  


 5   take the really good things on the island and take
  


 6   them and piece them in the way we want to piece them.
  


 7               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think originally it
  


 8   was designed to prevent second homes, basically.  The
  


 9   idea you're really building two houses.  I think
  


10   originally that was the intent, don't you think?
  


11               MR. HERLONG:  Also, I recall when we were
  


12   discussing this when the town was -- I think you and
  


13   I were saying you can't write something that covers
  


14   every situation.  It just can't be done.
  


15               And I think the way I read this, it
  


16   doesn't say that you can have only one attached
  


17   addition because it says attached additions.  Then it
  


18   says any attached addition.  It doesn't say the
  


19   attached addition.  I'm reading this as two attached
  


20   additions.
  


21               MR. CLOWNEY:  Again, for example,
  


22   everybody knows the first one that comes to my mind
  


23   is probably the first one that comes to your mind is
  


24   the rose lady's house over here.  It's amazing.  I
  


25   mean, you can't have an ordinance that says we can't
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 1   do that.  You can't say we can only have one
  


 2   condition because there's multiple situations like
  


 3   that on the island.
  


 4               MR. HENDERSON:  This is a house with two
  


 5   attached additions coming off the side of it; isn't
  


 6   that right?  One on either side.  And I agree this is
  


 7   appropriate -- this has something in mind and that is
  


 8   to limit the design where you have the main house
  


 9   here (indicating) and then a long corridor and
  


10   something like that.
  


11               MS. SANDERS:  Like a breach inlet.
  


12               MS. CAMPBELL:  Got that connection.
  


13               MR. HENDERSON:  You're not doing that
  


14   here, and I agree with you.  What should we be
  


15   cautious with when we have a sit-down or consultation
  


16   with someone?  You have to review all attached
  


17   additions, design review board.  That's one way we
  


18   can safeguard against a design that's not
  


19   appropriate.
  


20               THE CHAIRPERSON:  It's not like this.
  


21   Also, you can look at the plan and say:  Does it lend
  


22   itself -- does it lend itself to easily putting a
  


23   kitchen in the second dwelling?  You might be able
  


24   to -- and then have to dump it on to the board, let
  


25   the board decide.
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 1               MR. CLOWNEY:  You already have an
  


 2   ordinance, 20 feet.  If you limit it to that 20 feet,
  


 3   that is going to -- there's not going to be -- you
  


 4   can't do it over 20 feet.  That's going to keep it in
  


 5   proportion.
  


 6               MR. HENDERSON:  Is it safe to say that we
  


 7   shouldn't be measuring that 20 feet from the door of
  


 8   the principal building to the door of any other
  


 9   attached addition?
  


10               MR. HERLONG:  I looked at that and say:
  


11   Well, I think there's a link of -- did you say 16
  


12   feet?
  


13               MR. CLOWNEY:  16 feet here (indicating).
  


14               MR. HERLONG:  To another structure that
  


15   happens to have a little side porch to it.  I don't
  


16   think you have to keep counting porch areas.
  


17               MS. SANDERS:  It's not like a cat walk.
  


18               MR. HERLONG:  I see a side porch to the
  


19   unit down below.
  


20               MR. HENDERSON:  We're looking at any
  


21   length that attaches an attached addition.
  


22               MR. CLOWNEY:  More than excessive 20 feet.
  


23               MR. HENDERSON:  We have lots of these
  


24   requests.  That's why I want to be very clear on how
  


25   we need to interpret going forward.
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 1               MR. CLOWNEY:  I understand.  Again, when
  


 2   you get over that 20 feet, especially if you're doing
  


 3   a one story piece, if it gets over 20 feet, it starts
  


 4   becoming a proportion type thing that doesn't make
  


 5   sense.  That's when people are beginning to maybe
  


 6   take advantage of the length of their property in an
  


 7   unnatural way.  See what I'm saying?
  


 8               MR. HENDERSON:  Right.
  


 9               MS. CAMPBELL:  At that point it's up to
  


10   the discretion of the DRB.  Because they have to go
  


11   to the DRB, then the DRB can review that in terms of
  


12   its neighborhood compatibility and presence on the
  


13   island.  Even though it meets the zoning, is it
  


14   appropriate?
  


15               MR. HERLONG:  What's the distance of this
  


16   link (indicating)?  If this is not a straight wall.
  


17   There's a dimension here.  Let's say that I wanted
  


18   that to be 22 feet and 18 feet.
  


19               MR. CLOWNEY:  In my mind, this one can be
  


20   20 feet.
  


21               MR. HENDERSON:  Do you see that, Randy?
  


22   Would you go with this?
  


23               MS. SANDERS:  Yes, you would.
  


24               MR. CLOWNEY:  This structure is 20 feet
  


25   from that structure (indicating) no matter what the
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 1   shape.
  


 2               MS. SANDERS:  Right.
  


 3               MR. HENDERSON:  Is this a massing issue?
  


 4               THE COURT REPORTER:  All right, one at a
  


 5   time.
  


 6               MR. ROBINSON:  That's the length.  The
  


 7   door is there.  That's the length.
  


 8               MR. CLOWNEY:  It's all about you guys are
  


 9   the gatekeepers for good design, bad design.
  


10               MR. HENDERSON:  Actually, the board.
  


11               MR. ROBINSON:  That's what I brought up
  


12   with Joe.  If there was -- someone came in here and
  


13   wanted to do four of these, they have to come to the
  


14   board.  It's kind of like, if it's good design, then
  


15   it's probably okay.  If it's not good design, it goes
  


16   out there and gets built, we are going to hear about
  


17   it.
  


18               MS. CAMPBELL:  I think it would be
  


19   different if you didn't have the design review board
  


20   as, like Beau said, gatekeeper to look at these and
  


21   make the determination.
  


22               MR. HENDERSON:  I think I'm clear.  Thank
  


23   you for that.
  


24               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we don't need
  


25   public comment.  Joe, you've given us your
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 1   interpretation.
  


 2               Steve, do you have any more questions or
  


 3   anything to add?
  


 4               MR. HERLONG:  No, I think it's a great
  


 5   plan.
  


 6               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Donna.
  


 7               MS. WEBB:  Yes.
  


 8               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Rhonda.
  


 9               MS. SANDERS:  Can I ask a question?
  


10               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.
  


11               MS. SANDERS:  This is just for my
  


12   clarification.  I always love all your designs.
  


13   Where it says personal building footprint, does it
  


14   include all of those?
  


15               MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
  


16               MS. SANDERS:  Total heated square footage
  


17   of all of this heated square foot is going to be --
  


18               MR. QUARLES:  That's all heated of the
  


19   square footage of all of this.
  


20               MS. SANDERS:  Very cool.
  


21               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well, I don't have a
  


22   problem with it.  It looks good.  I like it.  It's
  


23   easier on the eye as well as the lot itself.  Is this
  


24   second row?
  


25               MR. CLOWNEY:  Second row.
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 1               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it the Hewitt house
  


 2   going to be demolished?
  


 3               MR. QUARLES:  I don't know.
  


 4               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it Hewitt?
  


 5               MS. CAMPBELL:  One off the corner, 22.
  


 6               THE CHAIRPERSON:  It was always a rental.
  


 7   Always a beach rental.  Was it the Hewitt's?  No big
  


 8   deal.
  


 9               MR. HENDERSON:  It is a rental.
  


10               MR. ROBINSON:  It was.  It's not anymore.
  


11               MR. CLOWNEY:  I'd like to say one other
  


12   thing, too.  I'd like your impression of this, Steve.
  


13   The whole idea of somebody coming in -- I have no
  


14   plans to do it -- if somebody did want to come in and
  


15   do four, I think of that house Eddy Faber did, which
  


16   I like, it looks like three little cottages in the
  


17   back even though it is one cottage.  You don't want
  


18   to inhibit people from doing interesting, good
  


19   things.
  


20               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Exactly.
  


21               MR. CLOWNEY:  Steve comes to you next
  


22   week, has four of them racing around in an
  


23   intelligent way, then, you know, I think it should be
  


24   approved.  I don't think the ordinance should be
  


25   fighting interesting, creative ways to take good
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 1   things that are here on this island and then
  


 2   highlight them.
  


 3               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I agree.  Do I hear a
  


 4   motion?
  


 5               MR. HERLONG:  I move we approve as
  


 6   submitted.
  


 7               MS. SANDERS:  Second.
  


 8               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Discussion?  Everybody
  


 9   in favor?
  


10               (Ayes stated by all board members.)
  


11               THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right, thank you.
  


12               MR. HENDERSON:  The request was for
  


13   conceptual approval.  Was that the final?
  


14               MR. CLOWNEY:  Can you do final
  


15               MS. SANDERS:  I'm sorry, there are no
  


16   dimensions here.  I'm a math person.  I'm going:
  


17   Really, that's only 4,500 square feet?  I believe
  


18   you.  I think it's great.  This is exactly what I
  


19   would love to do, not quite as big.  That's my
  


20   thoughts.
  


21               MR. CLOWNEY:  It's to scale.  Everything
  


22   here is very much to scale.  All our numbers are
  


23   accurate.  It's up to you guys.
  


24               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't mind backing it
  


25   up.  What do y'all think?
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 1               MS. SANDERS:  You just have to be
  


 2   consistent.  That's all I ask.
  


 3               THE CHAIRPERSON:  As far as final
  


 4   approval.  I don't have a problem with it.  Do y'all
  


 5   want to let it go?
  


 6               MR. HERLONG:  What do you guys think?
  


 7               MS. SANDERS:  I'm fine with it.  I think
  


 8   we have to be consistent with applicants.  When we
  


 9   have applicant that comes with conceptual and don't
  


10   have everything that is normally required for final.
  


11   We're saying okay, Beau, we like you, we like your
  


12   stuff then.
  


13               THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have done it before.
  


14   We have done it more often.
  


15               MS. SANDERS:  I'm good with it.  I think
  


16   we have to be careful.  I hear a lot of complaints.
  


17               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think less of
  


18   architect, less of a design, it might be problematic.
  


19               MR. HERLONG:  I didn't hear the board have
  


20   any comments to study anything.  For that reason, I
  


21   wouldn't have trouble with it.
  


22               THE CHAIRPERSON:  You want to back up and
  


23   restate our motion?
  


24               MS. SANDERS:  You have finishes and all
  


25   that good stuff, or you're going to leave that up to
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 1   Joe?
  


 2               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'll leave that up to
  


 3   Joe and Beau.
  


 4               MR. HERLONG:  What we're trying to do is
  


 5   modify the approval that we just gave?  To provide
  


 6   for final approval with any details to be considered
  


 7   by staff.
  


 8               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Great.  Do we
  


 9   like that?  Do I hear a second?
  


10               MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
  


11               THE CHAIRPERSON:  Everybody in favor?
  


12               (Ayes stated by all board members.)
  


13               THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we are
  


14   adjourned.
  


15               (The hearing was concluded at 6:25 p.m.)
  


16
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22
  


23
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         1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have a quorum.  This 

         2     is the January 21, 2015 meeting of the Sullivan's 

         3     Island Design Review Board.  In attendance are Pat 

         4     Ilderton, Steve Herlong, Donna Web, and Rhonda 

         5     Sanders. 

         6                 Is their a motion for approval of the 

         7     minutes?  We have first on our agenda -- everybody 

         8     like the minutes?  

         9                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes.  

        10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do I hear a motion?  

        11                 Second?  

        12                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)

        13                              2256 ATLANTIC AVENUE

        14                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Joe, what do we have?  

        15                 MR. HENDERSON:  Agenda item C-1 is 

        16     certificate of appropriateness and the address is 

        17     2256 Atlantic Avenue.  The applicants are requesting 

        18     approval for a new home construction.  Relief is 

        19     requested for the design standards, design standard 

        20     for principal building coverage, principal building 

        21     square footage, and second story side setback.  All 

        22     of the requests following the DRB's authority for 

        23     issuing relief. 

        24                 For the principal building square footage, 

        25     they're requesting 10.8 percent. 
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         1                 Principal building coverage, 2.2 percent. 

         2                 And second story side setback, 100 

         3     percent.  

         4                 Staff had one request for evaluation of 

         5     the attached additions.  There are two additional, I 

         6     guess, massings in the form of attached addition.  We 

         7     would like to review the provisions under Section 

         8     2120(B)(6) of the zoning ordinance.  And I can answer 

         9     any questions you may have. 

        10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Great.  Thank you.  Yes, 

        11     sir. 

        12                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Thank you, I'm Beau Clowney, 

        13     and this is Jay and Kate, who are with me.  This is a 

        14     family house, family beach house, basically, for a 

        15     family.  They really want to use it, have a lot of 

        16     guests, and that sort of thing. 

        17                 Basically the way we see this is that we 

        18     have the main house here (indicating), and I'll talk 

        19     a little bit to what Joe is mentioning here in a 

        20     minute.  It can be read in a couple different ways.  

        21     The way we see it is a little bit different. 

        22                 This is the main house right here 

        23     (indicating) and then we have a dog trot right here.  

        24     It's just a breezeway that separates the main house 

        25     from the guest house, which is here (indicating), 
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         1     okay.  

         2                 This piece right here is this rear 

         3     elevation, which is right here (indicating).  That is 

         4     the guest house (indicating), okay.  So we see it as 

         5     really two structures even though there is a dog trot 

         6     piece in this little guest house on the back, all 

         7     right.  So just wanted to kind of clarify that. 

         8                 It's really basically -- if you look at it 

         9     from the street, we made great effort to try and keep 

        10     it on the Atlantic Avenue side where it really reads 

        11     as though this is just a little cottage out front 

        12     here (indicating), right here.  And with the little 

        13     cottage and an enclosed portion that goes to a larger 

        14     main body, which is right here (indicating), okay.  

        15                 When you look at the front, you're looking 

        16     at this little cottage piece that's right here 

        17     (indicating).  As that swings along on the side here, 

        18     there's sort of a glass link back to the main house.  

        19     And then this main house is this sort of L-shape form 

        20     here (indicating), which wraps around like that.  

        21     There's a pool and the courtyard right in here 

        22     (indicating). 

        23                 An elevated house obviously.  This whole 

        24     underpiece right in here (indicating), we're trying 

        25     to have it open, couple areas that are open, and 
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         1     keeping it very, sort of almost the feeling of more 

         2     of a courtyard garden in here.  

         3                 As you can see, this is the portion of the 

         4     pool right in here (indicating), and this wing comes 

         5     out like that. 

         6                 Our goal here, again, was to do more 

         7     smaller structures and more slender structures that 

         8     are tied together as opposed to bigger, fatter house, 

         9     basically.  

        10                 And then the back you can see, if you go 

        11     around to the rear elevation -- let me show you the 

        12     side piece here.  Looking at it from this side, 

        13     looking down this way (indicating), you've got the 

        14     guest house, which is back here (indicating) and then 

        15     there's a dog trot which is -- what are we?  18 feet 

        16     on the dog trot?  19 feet?  16-foot dog trot from 

        17     this piece (indicating) to the main house.  And main 

        18     house just, basically, has this little finger that 

        19     goes back towards the street. 

        20                 There's a real effort here to have 

        21     smaller, more intimate-scaled structures that are 

        22     pieced together as opposed to something that is 

        23     larger. 

        24                 The rear elevation, again, you're looking 

        25     at the rear, if I turn this around again, which is 
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         1     the side that you would be coming in and parking in 

         2     right here (indicating), pull in and park, walk 

         3     through underneath. 

         4                 This piece right here, (indicating) this 

         5     little pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  

         6     This pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  In 

         7     reality this has another little dog trot as well. 

         8                 This is a separate little bedroom 

         9     component over here (indicating) with family 

        10     component.  And this is actually another little 

        11     family component here (indicating) with a bunk room 

        12     for kids.  

        13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that it?  

        14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Yeah.  

        15                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  There's no zoning issues 

        16     as far as the allowances?  

        17                 MR. HENDERSON:  No, as far as the requests 

        18     for relief or principal building square footage, the 

        19     coverage and side setback, no.  But I did want a 

        20     clarification as far as the interpretation of this 

        21     specific section of the ordinance. 

        22                 Really what it comes down to is our 

        23     concern regarding the dog trot here (indicating), 

        24     first one.  And then the second one, the ordinance, 

        25     if you look at the highlighted section that I 
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         1     provided for you, it requires a two-to-one ratio. 

         2                 This is 21 feet wide by six feet and meets 

         3     the width requirement.  However, the length 

         4     requirement, it would be over 20 feet from this door 

         5     to the door of the second addition.  

         6                 It defines an attached addition as a 

         7     living space that doesn't share heated square 

         8     footage, correct?  These two are both separate from 

         9     the house.  By definition, it would be attached 

        10     additions but this is over 20 feet from this door to 

        11     this one (indicating).  It doesn't specify the 

        12     scenario where you have two attached additions; just 

        13     infers one.  

        14                 I think that you could possibly interpret 

        15     that you can have multiple attached additions. 

        16                 MR. CLOWNEY:  There's historic precedents 

        17     for that. 

        18                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do we have authority to 

        19     do that interpretation?  

        20                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.  

        21                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Yes.  

        22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think the way the 

        23     ordinance is written, we do. 

        24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  This board has the 

        25     authority, okay.  
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         1                 MS. CAMPBELL:  May I make one suggestion.  

         2     In the wording of that particular phrase, my 

         3     interpretation, our interpretation would be it's all 

         4     under the proposed connection dimension.  It doesn't 

         5     specifically address, as Joe said, a second, as you 

         6     recall, a second attached addition. 

         7                 The way the verbiage is written, it's 

         8     really about that scale and proportion of the 

         9     connection being two to one or minimum width four 

        10     feet, maximum length of 20 feet in terms of just the 

        11     connection between the principal building and an 

        12     attached addition.  It doesn't specifically address 

        13     the second. 

        14                 MR. QUARLES:  Each connection between -- 

        15     this would be 16 feet (indicating) from this building 

        16     to this building.  And then this is 11 feet from here 

        17     to there (indicating). 

        18                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This is actually one 

        19     structure right here (indicating).  This is one 

        20     structure.  The way I view it, this is one structure 

        21     that has this component -- 

        22                 MS. CAMPBELL:  A facade.  

        23                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  The unheated area.  

        24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  -- to the open air.  This is 

        25     a structure that's connected by a dog trot to this 
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         1     one.  I understand what you're trying to prevent.  We 

         2     want to prevent those clumsy looking things that are 

         3     like really reaching way out there. 

         4                 It would be a tragedy not to allow us to 

         5     take the really good things on the island and take 

         6     them and piece them in the way we want to piece them. 

         7                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think originally it 

         8     was designed to prevent second homes, basically.  The 

         9     idea you're really building two houses.  I think 

        10     originally that was the intent, don't you think?  

        11                 MR. HERLONG:  Also, I recall when we were 

        12     discussing this when the town was -- I think you and 

        13     I were saying you can't write something that covers 

        14     every situation.  It just can't be done. 

        15                 And I think the way I read this, it 

        16     doesn't say that you can have only one attached 

        17     addition because it says attached additions.  Then it 

        18     says any attached addition.  It doesn't say the 

        19     attached addition.  I'm reading this as two attached 

        20     additions. 

        21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Again, for example, 

        22     everybody knows the first one that comes to my mind 

        23     is probably the first one that comes to your mind is 

        24     the rose lady's house over here.  It's amazing.  I 

        25     mean, you can't have an ordinance that says we can't 
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         1     do that.  You can't say we can only have one 

         2     condition because there's multiple situations like 

         3     that on the island. 

         4                 MR. HENDERSON:  This is a house with two 

         5     attached additions coming off the side of it; isn't 

         6     that right?  One on either side.  And I agree this is 

         7     appropriate -- this has something in mind and that is 

         8     to limit the design where you have the main house 

         9     here (indicating) and then a long corridor and 

        10     something like that. 

        11                 MS. SANDERS:  Like a breach inlet. 

        12                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Got that connection. 

        13                 MR. HENDERSON:  You're not doing that 

        14     here, and I agree with you.  What should we be 

        15     cautious with when we have a sit-down or consultation 

        16     with someone?  You have to review all attached 

        17     additions, design review board.  That's one way we 

        18     can safeguard against a design that's not 

        19     appropriate.  

        20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It's not like this.  

        21     Also, you can look at the plan and say:  Does it lend 

        22     itself -- does it lend itself to easily putting a 

        23     kitchen in the second dwelling?  You might be able 

        24     to -- and then have to dump it on to the board, let 

        25     the board decide. 
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         1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  You already have an 

         2     ordinance, 20 feet.  If you limit it to that 20 feet, 

         3     that is going to -- there's not going to be -- you 

         4     can't do it over 20 feet.  That's going to keep it in 

         5     proportion. 

         6                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is it safe to say that we 

         7     shouldn't be measuring that 20 feet from the door of 

         8     the principal building to the door of any other 

         9     attached addition?  

        10                 MR. HERLONG:  I looked at that and say:  

        11     Well, I think there's a link of -- did you say 16 

        12     feet?  

        13                 MR. CLOWNEY:  16 feet here (indicating). 

        14                 MR. HERLONG:  To another structure that 

        15     happens to have a little side porch to it.  I don't 

        16     think you have to keep counting porch areas. 

        17                 MS. SANDERS:  It's not like a cat walk. 

        18                 MR. HERLONG:  I see a side porch to the 

        19     unit down below. 

        20                 MR. HENDERSON:  We're looking at any 

        21     length that attaches an attached addition. 

        22                 MR. CLOWNEY:  More than excessive 20 feet. 

        23                 MR. HENDERSON:  We have lots of these 

        24     requests.  That's why I want to be very clear on how 

        25     we need to interpret going forward. 
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         1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I understand.  Again, when 

         2     you get over that 20 feet, especially if you're doing 

         3     a one story piece, if it gets over 20 feet, it starts 

         4     becoming a proportion type thing that doesn't make 

         5     sense.  That's when people are beginning to maybe 

         6     take advantage of the length of their property in an 

         7     unnatural way.  See what I'm saying?  

         8                 MR. HENDERSON:  Right.  

         9                 MS. CAMPBELL:  At that point it's up to 

        10     the discretion of the DRB.  Because they have to go 

        11     to the DRB, then the DRB can review that in terms of 

        12     its neighborhood compatibility and presence on the 

        13     island.  Even though it meets the zoning, is it 

        14     appropriate?  

        15                 MR. HERLONG:  What's the distance of this 

        16     link (indicating)?  If this is not a straight wall.  

        17     There's a dimension here.  Let's say that I wanted 

        18     that to be 22 feet and 18 feet. 

        19                 MR. CLOWNEY:  In my mind, this one can be 

        20     20 feet. 

        21                 MR. HENDERSON:  Do you see that, Randy?  

        22     Would you go with this?  

        23                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes, you would. 

        24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This structure is 20 feet 

        25     from that structure (indicating) no matter what the 
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         1     shape. 

         2                 MS. SANDERS:  Right.  

         3                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is this a massing issue?  

         4                 THE COURT REPORTER:  All right, one at a 

         5     time.  

         6                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's the length.  The 

         7     door is there.  That's the length. 

         8                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's all about you guys are 

         9     the gatekeepers for good design, bad design. 

        10                 MR. HENDERSON:  Actually, the board. 

        11                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's what I brought up 

        12     with Joe.  If there was -- someone came in here and 

        13     wanted to do four of these, they have to come to the 

        14     board.  It's kind of like, if it's good design, then 

        15     it's probably okay.  If it's not good design, it goes 

        16     out there and gets built, we are going to hear about 

        17     it.  

        18                 MS. CAMPBELL:  I think it would be 

        19     different if you didn't have the design review board 

        20     as, like Beau said, gatekeeper to look at these and 

        21     make the determination. 

        22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think I'm clear.  Thank 

        23     you for that. 

        24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we don't need 

        25     public comment.  Joe, you've given us your 
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         1     interpretation. 

         2                 Steve, do you have any more questions or 

         3     anything to add?  

         4                 MR. HERLONG:  No, I think it's a great 

         5     plan. 

         6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Donna. 

         7                 MS. WEBB:  Yes.  

         8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Rhonda. 

         9                 MS. SANDERS:  Can I ask a question?  

        10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.  

        11                 MS. SANDERS:  This is just for my 

        12     clarification.  I always love all your designs.  

        13     Where it says personal building footprint, does it 

        14     include all of those? 

        15                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.  

        16                 MS. SANDERS:  Total heated square footage 

        17     of all of this heated square foot is going to be -- 

        18                 MR. QUARLES:  That's all heated of the 

        19     square footage of all of this. 

        20                 MS. SANDERS:  Very cool. 

        21                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well, I don't have a 

        22     problem with it.  It looks good.  I like it.  It's 

        23     easier on the eye as well as the lot itself.  Is this 

        24     second row?  

        25                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Second row. 
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         1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it the Hewitt house 

         2     going to be demolished?  

         3                 MR. QUARLES:  I don't know. 

         4                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it Hewitt?  

         5                 MS. CAMPBELL:  One off the corner, 22. 

         6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It was always a rental.  

         7     Always a beach rental.  Was it the Hewitt's?  No big 

         8     deal. 

         9                 MR. HENDERSON:  It is a rental.  

        10                 MR. ROBINSON:  It was.  It's not anymore. 

        11                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I'd like to say one other 

        12     thing, too.  I'd like your impression of this, Steve.  

        13     The whole idea of somebody coming in -- I have no 

        14     plans to do it -- if somebody did want to come in and 

        15     do four, I think of that house Eddy Faber did, which 

        16     I like, it looks like three little cottages in the 

        17     back even though it is one cottage.  You don't want 

        18     to inhibit people from doing interesting, good 

        19     things. 

        20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Exactly. 

        21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Steve comes to you next 

        22     week, has four of them racing around in an 

        23     intelligent way, then, you know, I think it should be 

        24     approved.  I don't think the ordinance should be 

        25     fighting interesting, creative ways to take good 
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         1     things that are here on this island and then 

         2     highlight them. 

         3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I agree.  Do I hear a 

         4     motion?  

         5                 MR. HERLONG:  I move we approve as 

         6     submitted. 

         7                 MS. SANDERS:  Second.  

         8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Discussion?  Everybody 

         9     in favor?  

        10                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)

        11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right, thank you.

        12                 MR. HENDERSON:  The request was for 

        13     conceptual approval.  Was that the final?  

        14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Can you do final

        15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm sorry, there are no 

        16     dimensions here.  I'm a math person.  I'm going:  

        17     Really, that's only 4,500 square feet?  I believe 

        18     you.  I think it's great.  This is exactly what I 

        19     would love to do, not quite as big.  That's my 

        20     thoughts. 

        21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's to scale.  Everything 

        22     here is very much to scale.  All our numbers are 

        23     accurate.  It's up to you guys.  

        24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't mind backing it 

        25     up.  What do y'all think?  
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         1                 MS. SANDERS:  You just have to be 

         2     consistent.  That's all I ask. 

         3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  As far as final 

         4     approval.  I don't have a problem with it.  Do y'all 

         5     want to let it go?  

         6                 MR. HERLONG:  What do you guys think?  

         7                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm fine with it.  I think 

         8     we have to be consistent with applicants.  When we 

         9     have applicant that comes with conceptual and don't 

        10     have everything that is normally required for final.  

        11     We're saying okay, Beau, we like you, we like your 

        12     stuff then. 

        13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have done it before.  

        14     We have done it more often.  

        15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm good with it.  I think 

        16     we have to be careful.  I hear a lot of complaints. 

        17                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think less of 

        18     architect, less of a design, it might be problematic. 

        19                 MR. HERLONG:  I didn't hear the board have 

        20     any comments to study anything.  For that reason, I 

        21     wouldn't have trouble with it. 

        22                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  You want to back up and 

        23     restate our motion?  

        24                 MS. SANDERS:  You have finishes and all 

        25     that good stuff, or you're going to leave that up to 
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         1     Joe?  

         2                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'll leave that up to 

         3     Joe and Beau. 

         4                 MR. HERLONG:  What we're trying to do is 

         5     modify the approval that we just gave?  To provide 

         6     for final approval with any details to be considered 

         7     by staff. 

         8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Great.  Do we 

         9     like that?  Do I hear a second?  

        10                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)

        11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Everybody in favor?  

        12                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)

        13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we are 

        14     adjourned.  

        15                 (The hearing was concluded at 6:25 p.m.)

        16                         

        17     
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 1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have a quorum.  This
 2     is the January 21, 2015 meeting of the Sullivan's
 3     Island Design Review Board.  In attendance are Pat
 4     Ilderton, Steve Herlong, Donna Web, and Rhonda
 5     Sanders.
 6                 Is their a motion for approval of the
 7     minutes?  We have first on our agenda -- everybody
 8     like the minutes?
 9                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes.
10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do I hear a motion?
11                 Second?
12                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
13                              2256 ATLANTIC AVENUE
14                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Joe, what do we have?
15                 MR. HENDERSON:  Agenda item C-1 is
16     certificate of appropriateness and the address is
17     2256 Atlantic Avenue.  The applicants are requesting
18     approval for a new home construction.  Relief is
19     requested for the design standards, design standard
20     for principal building coverage, principal building
21     square footage, and second story side setback.  All
22     of the requests following the DRB's authority for
23     issuing relief.
24                 For the principal building square footage,
25     they're requesting 10.8 percent.
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 1                 Principal building coverage, 2.2 percent.
 2                 And second story side setback, 100
 3     percent.
 4                 Staff had one request for evaluation of
 5     the attached additions.  There are two additional, I
 6     guess, massings in the form of attached addition.  We
 7     would like to review the provisions under Section
 8     2120(B)(6) of the zoning ordinance.  And I can answer
 9     any questions you may have.
10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Great.  Thank you.  Yes,
11     sir.
12                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Thank you, I'm Beau Clowney,
13     and this is Jay and Kate, who are with me.  This is a
14     family house, family beach house, basically, for a
15     family.  They really want to use it, have a lot of
16     guests, and that sort of thing.
17                 Basically the way we see this is that we
18     have the main house here (indicating), and I'll talk
19     a little bit to what Joe is mentioning here in a
20     minute.  It can be read in a couple different ways.
21     The way we see it is a little bit different.
22                 This is the main house right here
23     (indicating) and then we have a dog trot right here.
24     It's just a breezeway that separates the main house
25     from the guest house, which is here (indicating),
00005
 1     okay.
 2                 This piece right here is this rear
 3     elevation, which is right here (indicating).  That is
 4     the guest house (indicating), okay.  So we see it as
 5     really two structures even though there is a dog trot
 6     piece in this little guest house on the back, all
 7     right.  So just wanted to kind of clarify that.
 8                 It's really basically -- if you look at it
 9     from the street, we made great effort to try and keep
10     it on the Atlantic Avenue side where it really reads
11     as though this is just a little cottage out front
12     here (indicating), right here.  And with the little
13     cottage and an enclosed portion that goes to a larger
14     main body, which is right here (indicating), okay.
15                 When you look at the front, you're looking
16     at this little cottage piece that's right here
17     (indicating).  As that swings along on the side here,
18     there's sort of a glass link back to the main house.
19     And then this main house is this sort of L-shape form
20     here (indicating), which wraps around like that.
21     There's a pool and the courtyard right in here
22     (indicating).
23                 An elevated house obviously.  This whole
24     underpiece right in here (indicating), we're trying
25     to have it open, couple areas that are open, and
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 1     keeping it very, sort of almost the feeling of more
 2     of a courtyard garden in here.
 3                 As you can see, this is the portion of the
 4     pool right in here (indicating), and this wing comes
 5     out like that.
 6                 Our goal here, again, was to do more
 7     smaller structures and more slender structures that
 8     are tied together as opposed to bigger, fatter house,
 9     basically.
10                 And then the back you can see, if you go
11     around to the rear elevation -- let me show you the
12     side piece here.  Looking at it from this side,
13     looking down this way (indicating), you've got the
14     guest house, which is back here (indicating) and then
15     there's a dog trot which is -- what are we?  18 feet
16     on the dog trot?  19 feet?  16-foot dog trot from
17     this piece (indicating) to the main house.  And main
18     house just, basically, has this little finger that
19     goes back towards the street.
20                 There's a real effort here to have
21     smaller, more intimate-scaled structures that are
22     pieced together as opposed to something that is
23     larger.
24                 The rear elevation, again, you're looking
25     at the rear, if I turn this around again, which is
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 1     the side that you would be coming in and parking in
 2     right here (indicating), pull in and park, walk
 3     through underneath.
 4                 This piece right here, (indicating) this
 5     little pavilion piece is right here (indicating).
 6     This pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  In
 7     reality this has another little dog trot as well.
 8                 This is a separate little bedroom
 9     component over here (indicating) with family
10     component.  And this is actually another little
11     family component here (indicating) with a bunk room
12     for kids.
13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that it?
14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Yeah.
15                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  There's no zoning issues
16     as far as the allowances?
17                 MR. HENDERSON:  No, as far as the requests
18     for relief or principal building square footage, the
19     coverage and side setback, no.  But I did want a
20     clarification as far as the interpretation of this
21     specific section of the ordinance.
22                 Really what it comes down to is our
23     concern regarding the dog trot here (indicating),
24     first one.  And then the second one, the ordinance,
25     if you look at the highlighted section that I
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 1     provided for you, it requires a two-to-one ratio.
 2                 This is 21 feet wide by six feet and meets
 3     the width requirement.  However, the length
 4     requirement, it would be over 20 feet from this door
 5     to the door of the second addition.
 6                 It defines an attached addition as a
 7     living space that doesn't share heated square
 8     footage, correct?  These two are both separate from
 9     the house.  By definition, it would be attached
10     additions but this is over 20 feet from this door to
11     this one (indicating).  It doesn't specify the
12     scenario where you have two attached additions; just
13     infers one.
14                 I think that you could possibly interpret
15     that you can have multiple attached additions.
16                 MR. CLOWNEY:  There's historic precedents
17     for that.
18                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do we have authority to
19     do that interpretation?
20                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
21                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Yes.
22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think the way the
23     ordinance is written, we do.
24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  This board has the
25     authority, okay.
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 1                 MS. CAMPBELL:  May I make one suggestion.
 2     In the wording of that particular phrase, my
 3     interpretation, our interpretation would be it's all
 4     under the proposed connection dimension.  It doesn't
 5     specifically address, as Joe said, a second, as you
 6     recall, a second attached addition.
 7                 The way the verbiage is written, it's
 8     really about that scale and proportion of the
 9     connection being two to one or minimum width four
10     feet, maximum length of 20 feet in terms of just the
11     connection between the principal building and an
12     attached addition.  It doesn't specifically address
13     the second.
14                 MR. QUARLES:  Each connection between --
15     this would be 16 feet (indicating) from this building
16     to this building.  And then this is 11 feet from here
17     to there (indicating).
18                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This is actually one
19     structure right here (indicating).  This is one
20     structure.  The way I view it, this is one structure
21     that has this component --
22                 MS. CAMPBELL:  A facade.
23                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  The unheated area.
24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  -- to the open air.  This is
25     a structure that's connected by a dog trot to this
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 1     one.  I understand what you're trying to prevent.  We
 2     want to prevent those clumsy looking things that are
 3     like really reaching way out there.
 4                 It would be a tragedy not to allow us to
 5     take the really good things on the island and take
 6     them and piece them in the way we want to piece them.
 7                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think originally it
 8     was designed to prevent second homes, basically.  The
 9     idea you're really building two houses.  I think
10     originally that was the intent, don't you think?
11                 MR. HERLONG:  Also, I recall when we were
12     discussing this when the town was -- I think you and
13     I were saying you can't write something that covers
14     every situation.  It just can't be done.
15                 And I think the way I read this, it
16     doesn't say that you can have only one attached
17     addition because it says attached additions.  Then it
18     says any attached addition.  It doesn't say the
19     attached addition.  I'm reading this as two attached
20     additions.
21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Again, for example,
22     everybody knows the first one that comes to my mind
23     is probably the first one that comes to your mind is
24     the rose lady's house over here.  It's amazing.  I
25     mean, you can't have an ordinance that says we can't
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 1     do that.  You can't say we can only have one
 2     condition because there's multiple situations like
 3     that on the island.
 4                 MR. HENDERSON:  This is a house with two
 5     attached additions coming off the side of it; isn't
 6     that right?  One on either side.  And I agree this is
 7     appropriate -- this has something in mind and that is
 8     to limit the design where you have the main house
 9     here (indicating) and then a long corridor and
10     something like that.
11                 MS. SANDERS:  Like a breach inlet.
12                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Got that connection.
13                 MR. HENDERSON:  You're not doing that
14     here, and I agree with you.  What should we be
15     cautious with when we have a sit-down or consultation
16     with someone?  You have to review all attached
17     additions, design review board.  That's one way we
18     can safeguard against a design that's not
19     appropriate.
20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It's not like this.
21     Also, you can look at the plan and say:  Does it lend
22     itself -- does it lend itself to easily putting a
23     kitchen in the second dwelling?  You might be able
24     to -- and then have to dump it on to the board, let
25     the board decide.
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 1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  You already have an
 2     ordinance, 20 feet.  If you limit it to that 20 feet,
 3     that is going to -- there's not going to be -- you
 4     can't do it over 20 feet.  That's going to keep it in
 5     proportion.
 6                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is it safe to say that we
 7     shouldn't be measuring that 20 feet from the door of
 8     the principal building to the door of any other
 9     attached addition?
10                 MR. HERLONG:  I looked at that and say:
11     Well, I think there's a link of -- did you say 16
12     feet?
13                 MR. CLOWNEY:  16 feet here (indicating).
14                 MR. HERLONG:  To another structure that
15     happens to have a little side porch to it.  I don't
16     think you have to keep counting porch areas.
17                 MS. SANDERS:  It's not like a cat walk.
18                 MR. HERLONG:  I see a side porch to the
19     unit down below.
20                 MR. HENDERSON:  We're looking at any
21     length that attaches an attached addition.
22                 MR. CLOWNEY:  More than excessive 20 feet.
23                 MR. HENDERSON:  We have lots of these
24     requests.  That's why I want to be very clear on how
25     we need to interpret going forward.
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 1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I understand.  Again, when
 2     you get over that 20 feet, especially if you're doing
 3     a one story piece, if it gets over 20 feet, it starts
 4     becoming a proportion type thing that doesn't make
 5     sense.  That's when people are beginning to maybe
 6     take advantage of the length of their property in an
 7     unnatural way.  See what I'm saying?
 8                 MR. HENDERSON:  Right.
 9                 MS. CAMPBELL:  At that point it's up to
10     the discretion of the DRB.  Because they have to go
11     to the DRB, then the DRB can review that in terms of
12     its neighborhood compatibility and presence on the
13     island.  Even though it meets the zoning, is it
14     appropriate?
15                 MR. HERLONG:  What's the distance of this
16     link (indicating)?  If this is not a straight wall.
17     There's a dimension here.  Let's say that I wanted
18     that to be 22 feet and 18 feet.
19                 MR. CLOWNEY:  In my mind, this one can be
20     20 feet.
21                 MR. HENDERSON:  Do you see that, Randy?
22     Would you go with this?
23                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes, you would.
24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This structure is 20 feet
25     from that structure (indicating) no matter what the
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 1     shape.
 2                 MS. SANDERS:  Right.
 3                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is this a massing issue?
 4                 THE COURT REPORTER:  All right, one at a
 5     time.
 6                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's the length.  The
 7     door is there.  That's the length.
 8                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's all about you guys are
 9     the gatekeepers for good design, bad design.
10                 MR. HENDERSON:  Actually, the board.
11                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's what I brought up
12     with Joe.  If there was -- someone came in here and
13     wanted to do four of these, they have to come to the
14     board.  It's kind of like, if it's good design, then
15     it's probably okay.  If it's not good design, it goes
16     out there and gets built, we are going to hear about
17     it.
18                 MS. CAMPBELL:  I think it would be
19     different if you didn't have the design review board
20     as, like Beau said, gatekeeper to look at these and
21     make the determination.
22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think I'm clear.  Thank
23     you for that.
24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we don't need
25     public comment.  Joe, you've given us your
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 1     interpretation.
 2                 Steve, do you have any more questions or
 3     anything to add?
 4                 MR. HERLONG:  No, I think it's a great
 5     plan.
 6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Donna.
 7                 MS. WEBB:  Yes.
 8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Rhonda.
 9                 MS. SANDERS:  Can I ask a question?
10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.
11                 MS. SANDERS:  This is just for my
12     clarification.  I always love all your designs.
13     Where it says personal building footprint, does it
14     include all of those?
15                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
16                 MS. SANDERS:  Total heated square footage
17     of all of this heated square foot is going to be --
18                 MR. QUARLES:  That's all heated of the
19     square footage of all of this.
20                 MS. SANDERS:  Very cool.
21                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well, I don't have a
22     problem with it.  It looks good.  I like it.  It's
23     easier on the eye as well as the lot itself.  Is this
24     second row?
25                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Second row.
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 1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it the Hewitt house
 2     going to be demolished?
 3                 MR. QUARLES:  I don't know.
 4                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it Hewitt?
 5                 MS. CAMPBELL:  One off the corner, 22.
 6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It was always a rental.
 7     Always a beach rental.  Was it the Hewitt's?  No big
 8     deal.
 9                 MR. HENDERSON:  It is a rental.
10                 MR. ROBINSON:  It was.  It's not anymore.
11                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I'd like to say one other
12     thing, too.  I'd like your impression of this, Steve.
13     The whole idea of somebody coming in -- I have no
14     plans to do it -- if somebody did want to come in and
15     do four, I think of that house Eddy Faber did, which
16     I like, it looks like three little cottages in the
17     back even though it is one cottage.  You don't want
18     to inhibit people from doing interesting, good
19     things.
20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Exactly.
21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Steve comes to you next
22     week, has four of them racing around in an
23     intelligent way, then, you know, I think it should be
24     approved.  I don't think the ordinance should be
25     fighting interesting, creative ways to take good
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 1     things that are here on this island and then
 2     highlight them.
 3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I agree.  Do I hear a
 4     motion?
 5                 MR. HERLONG:  I move we approve as
 6     submitted.
 7                 MS. SANDERS:  Second.
 8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Discussion?  Everybody
 9     in favor?
10                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)
11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right, thank you.
12                 MR. HENDERSON:  The request was for
13     conceptual approval.  Was that the final?
14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Can you do final
15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm sorry, there are no
16     dimensions here.  I'm a math person.  I'm going:
17     Really, that's only 4,500 square feet?  I believe
18     you.  I think it's great.  This is exactly what I
19     would love to do, not quite as big.  That's my
20     thoughts.
21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's to scale.  Everything
22     here is very much to scale.  All our numbers are
23     accurate.  It's up to you guys.
24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't mind backing it
25     up.  What do y'all think?
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 1                 MS. SANDERS:  You just have to be
 2     consistent.  That's all I ask.
 3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  As far as final
 4     approval.  I don't have a problem with it.  Do y'all
 5     want to let it go?
 6                 MR. HERLONG:  What do you guys think?
 7                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm fine with it.  I think
 8     we have to be consistent with applicants.  When we
 9     have applicant that comes with conceptual and don't
10     have everything that is normally required for final.
11     We're saying okay, Beau, we like you, we like your
12     stuff then.
13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have done it before.
14     We have done it more often.
15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm good with it.  I think
16     we have to be careful.  I hear a lot of complaints.
17                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think less of
18     architect, less of a design, it might be problematic.
19                 MR. HERLONG:  I didn't hear the board have
20     any comments to study anything.  For that reason, I
21     wouldn't have trouble with it.
22                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  You want to back up and
23     restate our motion?
24                 MS. SANDERS:  You have finishes and all
25     that good stuff, or you're going to leave that up to
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 1     Joe?
 2                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'll leave that up to
 3     Joe and Beau.
 4                 MR. HERLONG:  What we're trying to do is
 5     modify the approval that we just gave?  To provide
 6     for final approval with any details to be considered
 7     by staff.
 8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Great.  Do we
 9     like that?  Do I hear a second?
10                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Everybody in favor?
12                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)
13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we are
14     adjourned.
15                 (The hearing was concluded at 6:25 p.m.)
16
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 1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have a quorum.  This
 2     is the January 21, 2015 meeting of the Sullivan's
 3     Island Design Review Board.  In attendance are Pat
 4     Ilderton, Steve Herlong, Donna Web, and Rhonda
 5     Sanders.
 6                 Is their a motion for approval of the
 7     minutes?  We have first on our agenda -- everybody
 8     like the minutes?
 9                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes.
10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do I hear a motion?
11                 Second?
12                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
13                              2256 ATLANTIC AVENUE
14                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Joe, what do we have?
15                 MR. HENDERSON:  Agenda item C-1 is
16     certificate of appropriateness and the address is
17     2256 Atlantic Avenue.  The applicants are requesting
18     approval for a new home construction.  Relief is
19     requested for the design standards, design standard
20     for principal building coverage, principal building
21     square footage, and second story side setback.  All
22     of the requests following the DRB's authority for
23     issuing relief.
24                 For the principal building square footage,
25     they're requesting 10.8 percent.
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 1                 Principal building coverage, 2.2 percent.
 2                 And second story side setback, 100
 3     percent.
 4                 Staff had one request for evaluation of
 5     the attached additions.  There are two additional, I
 6     guess, massings in the form of attached addition.  We
 7     would like to review the provisions under Section
 8     2120(B)(6) of the zoning ordinance.  And I can answer
 9     any questions you may have.
10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Great.  Thank you.  Yes,
11     sir.
12                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Thank you, I'm Beau Clowney,
13     and this is Jay and Kate, who are with me.  This is a
14     family house, family beach house, basically, for a
15     family.  They really want to use it, have a lot of
16     guests, and that sort of thing.
17                 Basically the way we see this is that we
18     have the main house here (indicating), and I'll talk
19     a little bit to what Joe is mentioning here in a
20     minute.  It can be read in a couple different ways.
21     The way we see it is a little bit different.
22                 This is the main house right here
23     (indicating) and then we have a dog trot right here.
24     It's just a breezeway that separates the main house
25     from the guest house, which is here (indicating),
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 1     okay.
 2                 This piece right here is this rear
 3     elevation, which is right here (indicating).  That is
 4     the guest house (indicating), okay.  So we see it as
 5     really two structures even though there is a dog trot
 6     piece in this little guest house on the back, all
 7     right.  So just wanted to kind of clarify that.
 8                 It's really basically -- if you look at it
 9     from the street, we made great effort to try and keep
10     it on the Atlantic Avenue side where it really reads
11     as though this is just a little cottage out front
12     here (indicating), right here.  And with the little
13     cottage and an enclosed portion that goes to a larger
14     main body, which is right here (indicating), okay.
15                 When you look at the front, you're looking
16     at this little cottage piece that's right here
17     (indicating).  As that swings along on the side here,
18     there's sort of a glass link back to the main house.
19     And then this main house is this sort of L-shape form
20     here (indicating), which wraps around like that.
21     There's a pool and the courtyard right in here
22     (indicating).
23                 An elevated house obviously.  This whole
24     underpiece right in here (indicating), we're trying
25     to have it open, couple areas that are open, and
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 1     keeping it very, sort of almost the feeling of more
 2     of a courtyard garden in here.
 3                 As you can see, this is the portion of the
 4     pool right in here (indicating), and this wing comes
 5     out like that.
 6                 Our goal here, again, was to do more
 7     smaller structures and more slender structures that
 8     are tied together as opposed to bigger, fatter house,
 9     basically.
10                 And then the back you can see, if you go
11     around to the rear elevation -- let me show you the
12     side piece here.  Looking at it from this side,
13     looking down this way (indicating), you've got the
14     guest house, which is back here (indicating) and then
15     there's a dog trot which is -- what are we?  18 feet
16     on the dog trot?  19 feet?  16-foot dog trot from
17     this piece (indicating) to the main house.  And main
18     house just, basically, has this little finger that
19     goes back towards the street.
20                 There's a real effort here to have
21     smaller, more intimate-scaled structures that are
22     pieced together as opposed to something that is
23     larger.
24                 The rear elevation, again, you're looking
25     at the rear, if I turn this around again, which is
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 1     the side that you would be coming in and parking in
 2     right here (indicating), pull in and park, walk
 3     through underneath.
 4                 This piece right here, (indicating) this
 5     little pavilion piece is right here (indicating).
 6     This pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  In
 7     reality this has another little dog trot as well.
 8                 This is a separate little bedroom
 9     component over here (indicating) with family
10     component.  And this is actually another little
11     family component here (indicating) with a bunk room
12     for kids.
13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that it?
14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Yeah.
15                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  There's no zoning issues
16     as far as the allowances?
17                 MR. HENDERSON:  No, as far as the requests
18     for relief or principal building square footage, the
19     coverage and side setback, no.  But I did want a
20     clarification as far as the interpretation of this
21     specific section of the ordinance.
22                 Really what it comes down to is our
23     concern regarding the dog trot here (indicating),
24     first one.  And then the second one, the ordinance,
25     if you look at the highlighted section that I
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 1     provided for you, it requires a two-to-one ratio.
 2                 This is 21 feet wide by six feet and meets
 3     the width requirement.  However, the length
 4     requirement, it would be over 20 feet from this door
 5     to the door of the second addition.
 6                 It defines an attached addition as a
 7     living space that doesn't share heated square
 8     footage, correct?  These two are both separate from
 9     the house.  By definition, it would be attached
10     additions but this is over 20 feet from this door to
11     this one (indicating).  It doesn't specify the
12     scenario where you have two attached additions; just
13     infers one.
14                 I think that you could possibly interpret
15     that you can have multiple attached additions.
16                 MR. CLOWNEY:  There's historic precedents
17     for that.
18                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do we have authority to
19     do that interpretation?
20                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
21                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Yes.
22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think the way the
23     ordinance is written, we do.
24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  This board has the
25     authority, okay.
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 1                 MS. CAMPBELL:  May I make one suggestion.
 2     In the wording of that particular phrase, my
 3     interpretation, our interpretation would be it's all
 4     under the proposed connection dimension.  It doesn't
 5     specifically address, as Joe said, a second, as you
 6     recall, a second attached addition.
 7                 The way the verbiage is written, it's
 8     really about that scale and proportion of the
 9     connection being two to one or minimum width four
10     feet, maximum length of 20 feet in terms of just the
11     connection between the principal building and an
12     attached addition.  It doesn't specifically address
13     the second.
14                 MR. QUARLES:  Each connection between --
15     this would be 16 feet (indicating) from this building
16     to this building.  And then this is 11 feet from here
17     to there (indicating).
18                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This is actually one
19     structure right here (indicating).  This is one
20     structure.  The way I view it, this is one structure
21     that has this component --
22                 MS. CAMPBELL:  A facade.
23                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  The unheated area.
24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  -- to the open air.  This is
25     a structure that's connected by a dog trot to this
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 1     one.  I understand what you're trying to prevent.  We
 2     want to prevent those clumsy looking things that are
 3     like really reaching way out there.
 4                 It would be a tragedy not to allow us to
 5     take the really good things on the island and take
 6     them and piece them in the way we want to piece them.
 7                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think originally it
 8     was designed to prevent second homes, basically.  The
 9     idea you're really building two houses.  I think
10     originally that was the intent, don't you think?
11                 MR. HERLONG:  Also, I recall when we were
12     discussing this when the town was -- I think you and
13     I were saying you can't write something that covers
14     every situation.  It just can't be done.
15                 And I think the way I read this, it
16     doesn't say that you can have only one attached
17     addition because it says attached additions.  Then it
18     says any attached addition.  It doesn't say the
19     attached addition.  I'm reading this as two attached
20     additions.
21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Again, for example,
22     everybody knows the first one that comes to my mind
23     is probably the first one that comes to your mind is
24     the rose lady's house over here.  It's amazing.  I
25     mean, you can't have an ordinance that says we can't
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 1     do that.  You can't say we can only have one
 2     condition because there's multiple situations like
 3     that on the island.
 4                 MR. HENDERSON:  This is a house with two
 5     attached additions coming off the side of it; isn't
 6     that right?  One on either side.  And I agree this is
 7     appropriate -- this has something in mind and that is
 8     to limit the design where you have the main house
 9     here (indicating) and then a long corridor and
10     something like that.
11                 MS. SANDERS:  Like a breach inlet.
12                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Got that connection.
13                 MR. HENDERSON:  You're not doing that
14     here, and I agree with you.  What should we be
15     cautious with when we have a sit-down or consultation
16     with someone?  You have to review all attached
17     additions, design review board.  That's one way we
18     can safeguard against a design that's not
19     appropriate.
20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It's not like this.
21     Also, you can look at the plan and say:  Does it lend
22     itself -- does it lend itself to easily putting a
23     kitchen in the second dwelling?  You might be able
24     to -- and then have to dump it on to the board, let
25     the board decide.
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 1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  You already have an
 2     ordinance, 20 feet.  If you limit it to that 20 feet,
 3     that is going to -- there's not going to be -- you
 4     can't do it over 20 feet.  That's going to keep it in
 5     proportion.
 6                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is it safe to say that we
 7     shouldn't be measuring that 20 feet from the door of
 8     the principal building to the door of any other
 9     attached addition?
10                 MR. HERLONG:  I looked at that and say:
11     Well, I think there's a link of -- did you say 16
12     feet?
13                 MR. CLOWNEY:  16 feet here (indicating).
14                 MR. HERLONG:  To another structure that
15     happens to have a little side porch to it.  I don't
16     think you have to keep counting porch areas.
17                 MS. SANDERS:  It's not like a cat walk.
18                 MR. HERLONG:  I see a side porch to the
19     unit down below.
20                 MR. HENDERSON:  We're looking at any
21     length that attaches an attached addition.
22                 MR. CLOWNEY:  More than excessive 20 feet.
23                 MR. HENDERSON:  We have lots of these
24     requests.  That's why I want to be very clear on how
25     we need to interpret going forward.
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 1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I understand.  Again, when
 2     you get over that 20 feet, especially if you're doing
 3     a one story piece, if it gets over 20 feet, it starts
 4     becoming a proportion type thing that doesn't make
 5     sense.  That's when people are beginning to maybe
 6     take advantage of the length of their property in an
 7     unnatural way.  See what I'm saying?
 8                 MR. HENDERSON:  Right.
 9                 MS. CAMPBELL:  At that point it's up to
10     the discretion of the DRB.  Because they have to go
11     to the DRB, then the DRB can review that in terms of
12     its neighborhood compatibility and presence on the
13     island.  Even though it meets the zoning, is it
14     appropriate?
15                 MR. HERLONG:  What's the distance of this
16     link (indicating)?  If this is not a straight wall.
17     There's a dimension here.  Let's say that I wanted
18     that to be 22 feet and 18 feet.
19                 MR. CLOWNEY:  In my mind, this one can be
20     20 feet.
21                 MR. HENDERSON:  Do you see that, Randy?
22     Would you go with this?
23                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes, you would.
24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This structure is 20 feet
25     from that structure (indicating) no matter what the
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 1     shape.
 2                 MS. SANDERS:  Right.
 3                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is this a massing issue?
 4                 THE COURT REPORTER:  All right, one at a
 5     time.
 6                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's the length.  The
 7     door is there.  That's the length.
 8                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's all about you guys are
 9     the gatekeepers for good design, bad design.
10                 MR. HENDERSON:  Actually, the board.
11                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's what I brought up
12     with Joe.  If there was -- someone came in here and
13     wanted to do four of these, they have to come to the
14     board.  It's kind of like, if it's good design, then
15     it's probably okay.  If it's not good design, it goes
16     out there and gets built, we are going to hear about
17     it.
18                 MS. CAMPBELL:  I think it would be
19     different if you didn't have the design review board
20     as, like Beau said, gatekeeper to look at these and
21     make the determination.
22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think I'm clear.  Thank
23     you for that.
24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we don't need
25     public comment.  Joe, you've given us your
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 1     interpretation.
 2                 Steve, do you have any more questions or
 3     anything to add?
 4                 MR. HERLONG:  No, I think it's a great
 5     plan.
 6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Donna.
 7                 MS. WEBB:  Yes.
 8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Rhonda.
 9                 MS. SANDERS:  Can I ask a question?
10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.
11                 MS. SANDERS:  This is just for my
12     clarification.  I always love all your designs.
13     Where it says personal building footprint, does it
14     include all of those?
15                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
16                 MS. SANDERS:  Total heated square footage
17     of all of this heated square foot is going to be --
18                 MR. QUARLES:  That's all heated of the
19     square footage of all of this.
20                 MS. SANDERS:  Very cool.
21                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well, I don't have a
22     problem with it.  It looks good.  I like it.  It's
23     easier on the eye as well as the lot itself.  Is this
24     second row?
25                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Second row.
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 1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it the Hewitt house
 2     going to be demolished?
 3                 MR. QUARLES:  I don't know.
 4                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it Hewitt?
 5                 MS. CAMPBELL:  One off the corner, 22.
 6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It was always a rental.
 7     Always a beach rental.  Was it the Hewitt's?  No big
 8     deal.
 9                 MR. HENDERSON:  It is a rental.
10                 MR. ROBINSON:  It was.  It's not anymore.
11                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I'd like to say one other
12     thing, too.  I'd like your impression of this, Steve.
13     The whole idea of somebody coming in -- I have no
14     plans to do it -- if somebody did want to come in and
15     do four, I think of that house Eddy Faber did, which
16     I like, it looks like three little cottages in the
17     back even though it is one cottage.  You don't want
18     to inhibit people from doing interesting, good
19     things.
20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Exactly.
21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Steve comes to you next
22     week, has four of them racing around in an
23     intelligent way, then, you know, I think it should be
24     approved.  I don't think the ordinance should be
25     fighting interesting, creative ways to take good
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 1     things that are here on this island and then
 2     highlight them.
 3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I agree.  Do I hear a
 4     motion?
 5                 MR. HERLONG:  I move we approve as
 6     submitted.
 7                 MS. SANDERS:  Second.
 8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Discussion?  Everybody
 9     in favor?
10                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)
11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right, thank you.
12                 MR. HENDERSON:  The request was for
13     conceptual approval.  Was that the final?
14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Can you do final
15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm sorry, there are no
16     dimensions here.  I'm a math person.  I'm going:
17     Really, that's only 4,500 square feet?  I believe
18     you.  I think it's great.  This is exactly what I
19     would love to do, not quite as big.  That's my
20     thoughts.
21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's to scale.  Everything
22     here is very much to scale.  All our numbers are
23     accurate.  It's up to you guys.
24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't mind backing it
25     up.  What do y'all think?
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 1                 MS. SANDERS:  You just have to be
 2     consistent.  That's all I ask.
 3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  As far as final
 4     approval.  I don't have a problem with it.  Do y'all
 5     want to let it go?
 6                 MR. HERLONG:  What do you guys think?
 7                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm fine with it.  I think
 8     we have to be consistent with applicants.  When we
 9     have applicant that comes with conceptual and don't
10     have everything that is normally required for final.
11     We're saying okay, Beau, we like you, we like your
12     stuff then.
13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have done it before.
14     We have done it more often.
15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm good with it.  I think
16     we have to be careful.  I hear a lot of complaints.
17                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think less of
18     architect, less of a design, it might be problematic.
19                 MR. HERLONG:  I didn't hear the board have
20     any comments to study anything.  For that reason, I
21     wouldn't have trouble with it.
22                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  You want to back up and
23     restate our motion?
24                 MS. SANDERS:  You have finishes and all
25     that good stuff, or you're going to leave that up to
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 1     Joe?
 2                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'll leave that up to
 3     Joe and Beau.
 4                 MR. HERLONG:  What we're trying to do is
 5     modify the approval that we just gave?  To provide
 6     for final approval with any details to be considered
 7     by staff.
 8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Great.  Do we
 9     like that?  Do I hear a second?
10                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Everybody in favor?
12                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)
13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we are
14     adjourned.
15                 (The hearing was concluded at 6:25 p.m.)
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1                         CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER
 2
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  1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have a quorum.  This
  2     is the January 21, 2015 meeting of the Sullivan's
  3     Island Design Review Board.  In attendance are Pat
  4     Ilderton, Steve Herlong, Donna Web, and Rhonda
  5     Sanders.
  6                 Is their a motion for approval of the
  7     minutes?  We have first on our agenda -- everybody
  8     like the minutes?
  9                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes.
 10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do I hear a motion?
 11                 Second?
 12                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
 13                              2256 ATLANTIC AVENUE
 14                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Joe, what do we have?
 15                 MR. HENDERSON:  Agenda item C-1 is
 16     certificate of appropriateness and the address is
 17     2256 Atlantic Avenue.  The applicants are requesting
 18     approval for a new home construction.  Relief is
 19     requested for the design standards, design standard
 20     for principal building coverage, principal building
 21     square footage, and second story side setback.  All
 22     of the requests following the DRB's authority for
 23     issuing relief.
 24                 For the principal building square footage,
 25     they're requesting 10.8 percent.
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  1                 Principal building coverage, 2.2 percent.
  2                 And second story side setback, 100
  3     percent.
  4                 Staff had one request for evaluation of
  5     the attached additions.  There are two additional, I
  6     guess, massings in the form of attached addition.  We
  7     would like to review the provisions under Section
  8     2120(B)(6) of the zoning ordinance.  And I can answer
  9     any questions you may have.
 10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Great.  Thank you.  Yes,
 11     sir.
 12                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Thank you, I'm Beau Clowney,
 13     and this is Jay and Kate, who are with me.  This is a
 14     family house, family beach house, basically, for a
 15     family.  They really want to use it, have a lot of
 16     guests, and that sort of thing.
 17                 Basically the way we see this is that we
 18     have the main house here (indicating), and I'll talk
 19     a little bit to what Joe is mentioning here in a
 20     minute.  It can be read in a couple different ways.
 21     The way we see it is a little bit different.
 22                 This is the main house right here
 23     (indicating) and then we have a dog trot right here.
 24     It's just a breezeway that separates the main house
 25     from the guest house, which is here (indicating),
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  1     okay.
  2                 This piece right here is this rear
  3     elevation, which is right here (indicating).  That is
  4     the guest house (indicating), okay.  So we see it as
  5     really two structures even though there is a dog trot
  6     piece in this little guest house on the back, all
  7     right.  So just wanted to kind of clarify that.
  8                 It's really basically -- if you look at it
  9     from the street, we made great effort to try and keep
 10     it on the Atlantic Avenue side where it really reads
 11     as though this is just a little cottage out front
 12     here (indicating), right here.  And with the little
 13     cottage and an enclosed portion that goes to a larger
 14     main body, which is right here (indicating), okay.
 15                 When you look at the front, you're looking
 16     at this little cottage piece that's right here
 17     (indicating).  As that swings along on the side here,
 18     there's sort of a glass link back to the main house.
 19     And then this main house is this sort of L-shape form
 20     here (indicating), which wraps around like that.
 21     There's a pool and the courtyard right in here
 22     (indicating).
 23                 An elevated house obviously.  This whole
 24     underpiece right in here (indicating), we're trying
 25     to have it open, couple areas that are open, and
00006
  1     keeping it very, sort of almost the feeling of more
  2     of a courtyard garden in here.
  3                 As you can see, this is the portion of the
  4     pool right in here (indicating), and this wing comes
  5     out like that.
  6                 Our goal here, again, was to do more
  7     smaller structures and more slender structures that
  8     are tied together as opposed to bigger, fatter house,
  9     basically.
 10                 And then the back you can see, if you go
 11     around to the rear elevation -- let me show you the
 12     side piece here.  Looking at it from this side,
 13     looking down this way (indicating), you've got the
 14     guest house, which is back here (indicating) and then
 15     there's a dog trot which is -- what are we?  18 feet
 16     on the dog trot?  19 feet?  16-foot dog trot from
 17     this piece (indicating) to the main house.  And main
 18     house just, basically, has this little finger that
 19     goes back towards the street.
 20                 There's a real effort here to have
 21     smaller, more intimate-scaled structures that are
 22     pieced together as opposed to something that is
 23     larger.
 24                 The rear elevation, again, you're looking
 25     at the rear, if I turn this around again, which is
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  1     the side that you would be coming in and parking in
  2     right here (indicating), pull in and park, walk
  3     through underneath.
  4                 This piece right here, (indicating) this
  5     little pavilion piece is right here (indicating).
  6     This pavilion piece is right here (indicating).  In
  7     reality this has another little dog trot as well.
  8                 This is a separate little bedroom
  9     component over here (indicating) with family
 10     component.  And this is actually another little
 11     family component here (indicating) with a bunk room
 12     for kids.
 13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that it?
 14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Yeah.
 15                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  There's no zoning issues
 16     as far as the allowances?
 17                 MR. HENDERSON:  No, as far as the requests
 18     for relief or principal building square footage, the
 19     coverage and side setback, no.  But I did want a
 20     clarification as far as the interpretation of this
 21     specific section of the ordinance.
 22                 Really what it comes down to is our
 23     concern regarding the dog trot here (indicating),
 24     first one.  And then the second one, the ordinance,
 25     if you look at the highlighted section that I
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  1     provided for you, it requires a two-to-one ratio.
  2                 This is 21 feet wide by six feet and meets
  3     the width requirement.  However, the length
  4     requirement, it would be over 20 feet from this door
  5     to the door of the second addition.
  6                 It defines an attached addition as a
  7     living space that doesn't share heated square
  8     footage, correct?  These two are both separate from
  9     the house.  By definition, it would be attached
 10     additions but this is over 20 feet from this door to
 11     this one (indicating).  It doesn't specify the
 12     scenario where you have two attached additions; just
 13     infers one.
 14                 I think that you could possibly interpret
 15     that you can have multiple attached additions.
 16                 MR. CLOWNEY:  There's historic precedents
 17     for that.
 18                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do we have authority to
 19     do that interpretation?
 20                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
 21                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Yes.
 22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think the way the
 23     ordinance is written, we do.
 24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  This board has the
 25     authority, okay.
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  1                 MS. CAMPBELL:  May I make one suggestion.
  2     In the wording of that particular phrase, my
  3     interpretation, our interpretation would be it's all
  4     under the proposed connection dimension.  It doesn't
  5     specifically address, as Joe said, a second, as you
  6     recall, a second attached addition.
  7                 The way the verbiage is written, it's
  8     really about that scale and proportion of the
  9     connection being two to one or minimum width four
 10     feet, maximum length of 20 feet in terms of just the
 11     connection between the principal building and an
 12     attached addition.  It doesn't specifically address
 13     the second.
 14                 MR. QUARLES:  Each connection between --
 15     this would be 16 feet (indicating) from this building
 16     to this building.  And then this is 11 feet from here
 17     to there (indicating).
 18                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This is actually one
 19     structure right here (indicating).  This is one
 20     structure.  The way I view it, this is one structure
 21     that has this component --
 22                 MS. CAMPBELL:  A facade.
 23                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  The unheated area.
 24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  -- to the open air.  This is
 25     a structure that's connected by a dog trot to this
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  1     one.  I understand what you're trying to prevent.  We
  2     want to prevent those clumsy looking things that are
  3     like really reaching way out there.
  4                 It would be a tragedy not to allow us to
  5     take the really good things on the island and take
  6     them and piece them in the way we want to piece them.
  7                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think originally it
  8     was designed to prevent second homes, basically.  The
  9     idea you're really building two houses.  I think
 10     originally that was the intent, don't you think?
 11                 MR. HERLONG:  Also, I recall when we were
 12     discussing this when the town was -- I think you and
 13     I were saying you can't write something that covers
 14     every situation.  It just can't be done.
 15                 And I think the way I read this, it
 16     doesn't say that you can have only one attached
 17     addition because it says attached additions.  Then it
 18     says any attached addition.  It doesn't say the
 19     attached addition.  I'm reading this as two attached
 20     additions.
 21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Again, for example,
 22     everybody knows the first one that comes to my mind
 23     is probably the first one that comes to your mind is
 24     the rose lady's house over here.  It's amazing.  I
 25     mean, you can't have an ordinance that says we can't
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  1     do that.  You can't say we can only have one
  2     condition because there's multiple situations like
  3     that on the island.
  4                 MR. HENDERSON:  This is a house with two
  5     attached additions coming off the side of it; isn't
  6     that right?  One on either side.  And I agree this is
  7     appropriate -- this has something in mind and that is
  8     to limit the design where you have the main house
  9     here (indicating) and then a long corridor and
 10     something like that.
 11                 MS. SANDERS:  Like a breach inlet.
 12                 MS. CAMPBELL:  Got that connection.
 13                 MR. HENDERSON:  You're not doing that
 14     here, and I agree with you.  What should we be
 15     cautious with when we have a sit-down or consultation
 16     with someone?  You have to review all attached
 17     additions, design review board.  That's one way we
 18     can safeguard against a design that's not
 19     appropriate.
 20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It's not like this.
 21     Also, you can look at the plan and say:  Does it lend
 22     itself -- does it lend itself to easily putting a
 23     kitchen in the second dwelling?  You might be able
 24     to -- and then have to dump it on to the board, let
 25     the board decide.
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  1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  You already have an
  2     ordinance, 20 feet.  If you limit it to that 20 feet,
  3     that is going to -- there's not going to be -- you
  4     can't do it over 20 feet.  That's going to keep it in
  5     proportion.
  6                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is it safe to say that we
  7     shouldn't be measuring that 20 feet from the door of
  8     the principal building to the door of any other
  9     attached addition?
 10                 MR. HERLONG:  I looked at that and say:
 11     Well, I think there's a link of -- did you say 16
 12     feet?
 13                 MR. CLOWNEY:  16 feet here (indicating).
 14                 MR. HERLONG:  To another structure that
 15     happens to have a little side porch to it.  I don't
 16     think you have to keep counting porch areas.
 17                 MS. SANDERS:  It's not like a cat walk.
 18                 MR. HERLONG:  I see a side porch to the
 19     unit down below.
 20                 MR. HENDERSON:  We're looking at any
 21     length that attaches an attached addition.
 22                 MR. CLOWNEY:  More than excessive 20 feet.
 23                 MR. HENDERSON:  We have lots of these
 24     requests.  That's why I want to be very clear on how
 25     we need to interpret going forward.
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  1                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I understand.  Again, when
  2     you get over that 20 feet, especially if you're doing
  3     a one story piece, if it gets over 20 feet, it starts
  4     becoming a proportion type thing that doesn't make
  5     sense.  That's when people are beginning to maybe
  6     take advantage of the length of their property in an
  7     unnatural way.  See what I'm saying?
  8                 MR. HENDERSON:  Right.
  9                 MS. CAMPBELL:  At that point it's up to
 10     the discretion of the DRB.  Because they have to go
 11     to the DRB, then the DRB can review that in terms of
 12     its neighborhood compatibility and presence on the
 13     island.  Even though it meets the zoning, is it
 14     appropriate?
 15                 MR. HERLONG:  What's the distance of this
 16     link (indicating)?  If this is not a straight wall.
 17     There's a dimension here.  Let's say that I wanted
 18     that to be 22 feet and 18 feet.
 19                 MR. CLOWNEY:  In my mind, this one can be
 20     20 feet.
 21                 MR. HENDERSON:  Do you see that, Randy?
 22     Would you go with this?
 23                 MS. SANDERS:  Yes, you would.
 24                 MR. CLOWNEY:  This structure is 20 feet
 25     from that structure (indicating) no matter what the
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  1     shape.
  2                 MS. SANDERS:  Right.
  3                 MR. HENDERSON:  Is this a massing issue?
  4                 THE COURT REPORTER:  All right, one at a
  5     time.
  6                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's the length.  The
  7     door is there.  That's the length.
  8                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's all about you guys are
  9     the gatekeepers for good design, bad design.
 10                 MR. HENDERSON:  Actually, the board.
 11                 MR. ROBINSON:  That's what I brought up
 12     with Joe.  If there was -- someone came in here and
 13     wanted to do four of these, they have to come to the
 14     board.  It's kind of like, if it's good design, then
 15     it's probably okay.  If it's not good design, it goes
 16     out there and gets built, we are going to hear about
 17     it.
 18                 MS. CAMPBELL:  I think it would be
 19     different if you didn't have the design review board
 20     as, like Beau said, gatekeeper to look at these and
 21     make the determination.
 22                 MR. HENDERSON:  I think I'm clear.  Thank
 23     you for that.
 24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we don't need
 25     public comment.  Joe, you've given us your
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  1     interpretation.
  2                 Steve, do you have any more questions or
  3     anything to add?
  4                 MR. HERLONG:  No, I think it's a great
  5     plan.
  6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Donna.
  7                 MS. WEBB:  Yes.
  8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Rhonda.
  9                 MS. SANDERS:  Can I ask a question?
 10                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.
 11                 MS. SANDERS:  This is just for my
 12     clarification.  I always love all your designs.
 13     Where it says personal building footprint, does it
 14     include all of those?
 15                 MR. QUARLES:  Yes.
 16                 MS. SANDERS:  Total heated square footage
 17     of all of this heated square foot is going to be --
 18                 MR. QUARLES:  That's all heated of the
 19     square footage of all of this.
 20                 MS. SANDERS:  Very cool.
 21                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Well, I don't have a
 22     problem with it.  It looks good.  I like it.  It's
 23     easier on the eye as well as the lot itself.  Is this
 24     second row?
 25                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Second row.
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  1                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it the Hewitt house
  2     going to be demolished?
  3                 MR. QUARLES:  I don't know.
  4                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it Hewitt?
  5                 MS. CAMPBELL:  One off the corner, 22.
  6                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  It was always a rental.
  7     Always a beach rental.  Was it the Hewitt's?  No big
  8     deal.
  9                 MR. HENDERSON:  It is a rental.
 10                 MR. ROBINSON:  It was.  It's not anymore.
 11                 MR. CLOWNEY:  I'd like to say one other
 12     thing, too.  I'd like your impression of this, Steve.
 13     The whole idea of somebody coming in -- I have no
 14     plans to do it -- if somebody did want to come in and
 15     do four, I think of that house Eddy Faber did, which
 16     I like, it looks like three little cottages in the
 17     back even though it is one cottage.  You don't want
 18     to inhibit people from doing interesting, good
 19     things.
 20                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Exactly.
 21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Steve comes to you next
 22     week, has four of them racing around in an
 23     intelligent way, then, you know, I think it should be
 24     approved.  I don't think the ordinance should be
 25     fighting interesting, creative ways to take good
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  1     things that are here on this island and then
  2     highlight them.
  3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I agree.  Do I hear a
  4     motion?
  5                 MR. HERLONG:  I move we approve as
  6     submitted.
  7                 MS. SANDERS:  Second.
  8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Discussion?  Everybody
  9     in favor?
 10                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)
 11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right, thank you.
 12                 MR. HENDERSON:  The request was for
 13     conceptual approval.  Was that the final?
 14                 MR. CLOWNEY:  Can you do final
 15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm sorry, there are no
 16     dimensions here.  I'm a math person.  I'm going:
 17     Really, that's only 4,500 square feet?  I believe
 18     you.  I think it's great.  This is exactly what I
 19     would love to do, not quite as big.  That's my
 20     thoughts.
 21                 MR. CLOWNEY:  It's to scale.  Everything
 22     here is very much to scale.  All our numbers are
 23     accurate.  It's up to you guys.
 24                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't mind backing it
 25     up.  What do y'all think?
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  1                 MS. SANDERS:  You just have to be
  2     consistent.  That's all I ask.
  3                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  As far as final
  4     approval.  I don't have a problem with it.  Do y'all
  5     want to let it go?
  6                 MR. HERLONG:  What do you guys think?
  7                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm fine with it.  I think
  8     we have to be consistent with applicants.  When we
  9     have applicant that comes with conceptual and don't
 10     have everything that is normally required for final.
 11     We're saying okay, Beau, we like you, we like your
 12     stuff then.
 13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have done it before.
 14     We have done it more often.
 15                 MS. SANDERS:  I'm good with it.  I think
 16     we have to be careful.  I hear a lot of complaints.
 17                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think less of
 18     architect, less of a design, it might be problematic.
 19                 MR. HERLONG:  I didn't hear the board have
 20     any comments to study anything.  For that reason, I
 21     wouldn't have trouble with it.
 22                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  You want to back up and
 23     restate our motion?
 24                 MS. SANDERS:  You have finishes and all
 25     that good stuff, or you're going to leave that up to
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  1     Joe?
  2                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'll leave that up to
  3     Joe and Beau.
  4                 MR. HERLONG:  What we're trying to do is
  5     modify the approval that we just gave?  To provide
  6     for final approval with any details to be considered
  7     by staff.
  8                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  Great.  Do we
  9     like that?  Do I hear a second?
 10                 MS. WEBB:  (Raised hand.)
 11                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  Everybody in favor?
 12                 (Ayes stated by all board members.)
 13                 THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess we are
 14     adjourned.
 15                 (The hearing was concluded at 6:25 p.m.)
 16
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